In 1994 Brooke Artesi lost her right leg in a train accident, changing the direction and purpose ofher life. She received an associate's degree in fine arts from the Fashion Institute ofTechnology
in New York City and went on to receive a bachelor's de$ree

from Rutgers Universifi majoring in biology and minoring in
sculpture. With an eye for design, and an understanding of science, she completed her post-$raduate work at the University of
Hartford for the Newington Certificate Program in Orthotics and
Prosthetics (NCP). Working as a P&O technician while continuing her education, she is now certified in prosthetics, pedorthics,

orthotics and mastectomy fitting.
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Specializing in custom devices
for physically challenged
adults and children
Prosthetic services
Orthotic services
Functional Electric Stimulation Devices
AFOs, l(AFOs, Braces
Diabetic Wound Care
Post-mastectomy fittings
Spinal Braces & Body Jackets

BROOKE ARTESI, CPO, LPO

Artesi opened her own practice, Sunshine Prosthetics and
Orthotics, in Wa1me, NJ in 2012. It is a state-of-the-art facility,
providing 3d scanrring and inhouse fabrication for custom-fitted
prosthetics and orthotics.
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Patients ran$e from childrenthrough seniors, Prostheses are
custom fit and include technologically-advanced products such
as the Ottobock C-Leg 4 / Microprocessor Knee and Touch
Bionics i-Limb. Artesi is the only certified ilimb prosthetic hand
prosthetist in northern New Jersey. SunshinoP&O is also the
only certifi.ed fi.tters of Radiant Impressions post-mastectomy
prosthetics in our area.

Custom fitted orthoses include shoes and inserts, A-FOs, KA-FOs,
braces and supports for the spine and for post-reconstructive
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surgery, spasticity, sports or repetitive injuries and wound healing, including diabetic wounds.

For patients with stroke, multiple sclerosis, cerebral palsy and
brain or spinal cord injuries, Sunshine P&O also custom fits

Functional Electric Stimulation units (FES) which stimulate
nerves and muscles for more natural movement and stability,

Artesi also fits Fairings - prosthetic covers for lower limb amputees. Patients can choose from a wide ran$e ofready to wear
versions or create their or,rm designs.
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Staying active is Artesi's way of

life.
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She encourages and inspires

patients through mentoring at Camp No Limits for children with
limb loss,zlimb differences, speaking at schools and health fairs,
medaling in the Extremity Games for athletes with limb loss/
limb difference, and most recently, organizing Amputee,/Adaptive
hiking meetups.

Artesi lives in Kinnelon, NJ with her husband Steve and their 2
sons, Nicco, 4 and Giovanrri, 6 months. They are a hiking family
- her goal is to someday hike the ent:rre 2,814 mile Appalachian

Trail.

She balances her active life
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Make Your Next Move a Safe One

Proud to be Serving
the Smoke Rise
Commanity for
Over 15 Years.

with her yoga practice.

Sunshine Prosthetics and Orthotics is located at 1700 Route
23 North, Suite 180, inWalme, NJ 07470. Call "*7"*-fiSS-AAQ{}
to learn more about their services or visit their website at
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